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ABSTRACT: In this study, we used methanolic extract of Morinda citrifolia Linn. fruit (MMC) in order to find its effect
against ethanol seeking behavior in a modified mouse runway paradigm. During conditioning/acquisition animals
were treated with accelerated doses of ethanol (0.5-4 g/kg, i.p.) for 5 days (Day 1- Day 5). Then, ethanol seeking
behavior was assessed on Day 6 (postconditioning test). Ethanol seeking behavior was confirmed in ethanol control
group in which the run time to reach the target box was significantly decreased. The test drug MMC (1, 3, and 5 g/kg,
p.o.) caused a significant reversal of the ethanol seeking behavior by increasing the run time to reach the goal box as
seen with the reference drug acamprosate (ACAM; 300 mg/kg, p.o.) in mice. After postconditioning test, nonrewarded abolishment assays were performed for a period of five days (Day 7 –Day 11). After 5 days of abolishment
(abstinence), a priming dose of ethanol (the highest dose at 1/5th portion applied in control (i.e. 0.8 g/kg, i.p.)) in
house cage significantly reinstated the ethanol-seeking behavior. Interestingly, MMC at a higher dose (5 g/kg, p.o.)
showed significant halt on ethanol-induced reinstatement in mice as shown with the reference drug ACAM (300
mg/kg, p.o.). The outcome of this study reveals that MMC alleviated ethanol seeking behaviour in modified mouse
runway paradigm and it could be effectively used to treat alcohol dependence.
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1 . INTRODUCTION
The motivational effects of numerous consummatory reinforcers including food, water and drugs of
abuse have been extensively studied using a test on alley running performance in rodents [1]. Traditional
runway models of operant drug reward have been restricted by systematization aspects related to the
requirement to ensure medicament delivery to the animal over heavy distances beside intervening with the
runway behavior of rats [2]. Ideally, one would want a system with precise motivational and confounding
factors that should not affect animal behavior. Recently, we developed a novel runway model of drug selfadministration using mice without compromising a great active long-term analysis of runway efficient
performance for drug reward [3].
Morinda citrifolia Linn. (Noni) has been utilized as diet source, medicine, and fabric dyes by Polynesian
people [4]. Traditionally, M. citrifolia has been widely used as prophylaxis and treatment of many CNS
disorders such as anxiety, depression, psychosis and drug dependence. In earlier study by our research
group, MMC was reported for anxiolytic and antidepressant-like activity [5] anti-psychotic-like activity [6]
and anticraving effect in opposition to heroin, ethanol and methamphetamine dependence using
conditioned place preference test in rats and mice [7-10]. The current investigation was designed to test the
activity of MMC against ethanol seeking behavior in mice by employing modified runway paradigm of selfadministration of drug.
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2. RESULTS
2.1. Inhibitory effect of MMC and ACAM against ethanol seeking in mice by employing the modified
runway paradigm of drug self-administration
Figure 1 narrates the operating period of pre- as well as post-conditioning of the different treatment
groups. The two-way ANOVA manifested the effect of treatment [F (5, 84) = 10.81; P < 0.0001] and
Treatment×Time interaction [F (5, 84) = 16.94; P < 0.0001] in a significant manner. However, a non-significant
effect of Time [F (1, 84) = 3.754; P = 0.0561] was observed. The Post doc Bonferroni's multiple comparisons
test revealed that there was no significant difference between all treatment groups on pre-conditioning run
times. However, the post conditioning run times were significantly different between groups (P<0.0001 for
Ethanol control versus Saline control; P<0.05 for MMC 1g versus Ethanol control; P<0.0001 for MMC 3g and
MMC 5g versus Ethanol control; P<0.001 for ACAM versus Ethanol control). This results demonstrated a go
down in runtime (s) (P<0.0001) for ethanol control when compared with saline control group which one
assumes the ethanol seeking behaviour in ethanol-conditioned mice. Interestingly, the MMC (1, 3 and 5
g/kg, p.o.) treated groups presented a significant (P<0.05) reversal of the ethanol seeking behaviour in mice
as is seen with the reference drug acamprosate (300 mg/kg, p.o.) treated mice (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Effect of MMC and ACAM on expression of ethanol run times (mean ± SEM; n = 7- 9) in mice
using a runway paradigm. Significant differences were observed at ####p<0.0001 when compared with
the saline control group; *p<0.05, ***p<0.001 and ****p<0.0001 when compared with the ethanol control
group; when not indicated, the differences were not statistically significant.

Furthermore, the motivation of the test group to approach the desired box during termination
attempts (Ext 1 to Ext 5) from Day 7 to Day 11 were compared between different treatment groups (saline
control, ethanol control, MMC (1, 3, and 5 g/kg, p.o.) along with ACAM (300 mg/kg, p.o.)) as shown in
(Figure 2). The repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of treatment [F (5, 210) = 54.69; P <
0.0001] and Treatment×Time interaction [F (20, 210) = 2.711; P = 0.0002] on runtime. Post hoc analyses on
extinction runtime (s) data demonstrated a significant (p<0.05) decrease in runtime (s) over 5-day extinction
trials for ethanol control group when related with the saline control group that assumes the ethanol seeking
behaviour in ethanol-extinct animals upto 5 days. The MMC (3 and 5 g/kg, p.o.) treated groups significantly
(P<0.001) reversed the ethanol seeking behaviour in ethanol-extinct mice as is seen with the reference drug
acamprosate (300 mg/kg, p.o.) treated mice. Albeit, MMC at a concentration of 1 g/kg, p.o. failed to
attenuate the ethanol seeking motivation in ethanol-extinct animals (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Effect of MMC and ACAM on extinction of ethanol run times (mean ± SEM; n = 7- 9) in mice
using a runway paradigm. Significant differences were noted at #p<0.05 and ####p<0.0001 when
compared with saline control group; ***p<0.001 and ****p<0.0001 when compared with the ethanol control
group; when not indicated, the differences were not statistically significant.

On reinstatement day (Day 13), the two-way ANOVA results indicated a significant change due to
Treatment [F (5, 84) = 27.65; P < 0.0001], Time [F (1, 84) = 26.78; P < 0.0001] and Treatment×Time interaction
[F (5, 84) = 12.50; P < 0.0001]. The Post doc Bonferroni's multiple comparisons test revealed that the ethanol at
a low dose (priming dose 0.8 g/kg, i.p.) reinstated the ethanol seeking behavior by exhibiting a quicker run
time in the ethanol control group (Figure 3). MMC at a higher dose (5g/kg, p.o.) exhibited a significant
reversal of the priming ethanol-induced reinstatement in mice that was comparable with the reference drug,
acamprosate (300 mg/kg, p.o.). However, MMC at tested doses of 1 and 3 g/kg, p.o. failed to reverse the
priming ethanol-induced reinstatement in mice.

Figure 3. Effect of MMC and ACAM on reinstatement of ethanol run times (mean ± SEM; n = 7- 9) in mice
using a Runway paradigm. Significant differences were noted at ####p<0.0001 when compared with
saline control group; ****p<0.0001 when compared with the ethanol control group; when not indicated, the
differences were not statistically significant.
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3. DISCUSSION
Issell et al., (2008) performed a pharmacokinetic study of Morinda citrifolia Linn. (noni) fruit extract in
healthy human volunteers. In this study, scopoletin was used as a biomarker for M. citrifolia fruit extract and
its plasma concentration were noted in a range of (0.5 to 5 ng/mL; upto 8h) after ingestion of M. citrifolia
fruit extract capsules (1.5, 2 and 2.5g). This study highlighted scopoletin can be used as a biomarker for
pharmacokinetic studies of noni products [11]. Similarly in a preclinical study, Noni puree (1 ml/100 g b.wt,
p.o) was given to female rats and plasma scopoletin level was monitered. This results revealed a peak level
of scopoletin was reached in 2 h and reduced to 50% in 4 h [12]. Moreover, in an in vitro study by Yang et al.,
2015, twelve coumarins including scopoletin was investigated for its ability to penetrate the blood brain
barrier (BBB) using MDCK-pHaMDR cell monolayer BBB model. In this study, P app value was determined
and compared between different coumarins. In general, if P app value of a drug is more than 1 × 10 −5 cm/s,
the drug is expected to have good penetration through BBB. The P app AP-BL value of scopoletin was found
to be 37.10 ± 1.97 × 10−6 cm/s that was comparable with the reference drug caffeine (43.58 ± 4.86 × 10 −6
cm/s). This study clearly indicated the high penetrating nature of scopoletin through BBB [13].
Zulissetiana and Susilawati (2013) demonstrated that methanolic extract of M. citrifolia fruit (50-800
mg/kg, p.o.) significantly increased the Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
level in the
immobilization stressed (2 h immobilization for 21 days) male swiss webster mice [14]. Muralidharan et al.
(2010) reported that ethyl acetate extract of M. citrifolia fruit (200, 400 mg/kg, for 21 days, p.o.) showed a
memory enhancing activity in beta-amyloid (25-35) peptide-induced amnestic mice using step-down
inhibitory avoidance, Morris water maze and Y maze tests [15]. Moreover, this study highlighted the
inhibitory effect of ethyl acetate extract of M. citrifolia fruit on acetylcholine esterase (AchE) and monoamine
oxidase-A (MAO-A) enzymes activity in the brain [15]. Meanwhile, the antioxidant enzymes such as
superoxide dismutase (SOD), glutathione reductase (GSHr) and glutathione peroxidase (GSHx) in the
mouse brain was significantly reduced in beta-amyloid (25-35) peptide-induced amnestic mice and these
enzymes levels were restored in M. citrifolia fruit extract treated mice [15]. All these preclinical study
evidences confirm that the biactive principles of M. citrifolia fruit extract could penetrate the BBB and can
exhibit various CNS activities.
Conditioning with intensifying concentrations of ethanol, (0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 4 g/kg, i.p.) from 1 to 5 days
revealed ethanol seeking behavior on postconditioning day (Day 6) by declining the runtime to reach the
goal box is explained in Figure 1. This result demonstrated the strong rewarding properties of ethanol that
can activate the brain’s reward pathways thereby execute motivational ethanol seeking behavior [16].
Interestingly, Figure 1 also demonstrated that the test groups who were treated with (1, 3 and 5 g/kg, p.o.)
doses of MMC and (300 mg/kg, p.o.) of ACAM implied the inhibitory activity against ethanol seeking in a
modified straight alley runway model. As per literature, dopamine is inferred in certain effective
physiological and pharmacological actions including the motivational reward [17]. The dopaminergic
neuronal system involving certain brain part for example, the amygdala, the ventral tegmentum and nucleus
accumbens, are associated with positive reinforcement, craving of drug and sensitive to recur of ethanol and
also some abusable drugs [18,19]. The research team of this study earlier reported antidopaminergic activity
of MMC following both in vivo and ex vivo investigations [20,6]. Interestingly, our research team also
demonstrated the biphasic effect of ethyl acetate fraction of the methanolic extract of unripe noni (M. citrifolia
Linn.) fruit (EAMMC) on the dopaminergic system in mice [21]. EAMMC at lower doses (< 25 mg/kg, p.o.)
was found to attenuate a dopamine receptor agonist apomorphine-induced cage climbing and
methamphetamne-induced stereotypy in mice. On converse, EAMMC at a higher dose (3000 mg/kg, p.o.)
inhibited a dopamine D2 receptor antagonist haloperidol (0.5 mg/kg, i.p.)-induced catalepsy in mice. This
study postulated the blockade of postsynaptic dopaminergic D2 receptors at lower doses of EA-MMC and
blockade of presynaptic autodopaminergic D2 receptors (attenuating negative feedback mechanism) at
higher doses of EA-MMC could be responsible for the biphasic effect of noni fruit extract [21]
Moreover, it has been proposed the inclusion of phytochemicals of M. citrifolia fruit, rutin and
scopoletin for its antidopaminergic property [21,22]. Thus, we postulate that the anti-motivational property
of MMC against ethanol self-administration in the mouse modified runway paradigm may stem from its
antidopaminergic activity. The phytochemicals of noni, rutin and scopoletin might be responsible to have
anti-motivational property of MMC against ethanol self-administration. Currently in our laboratory, we
directed our investigation applying rutin and scopoletin per se against ethanol seeking behavior in mouse
behavioral models.
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Reinforcing/motivational properties of drugs of abuse can be affected by conditioned sensitization of
drugs of abuse. In this scenario, the animals might run fast over trials due to formation of conditioned
sensitization [23]. However, the notion that conditioned sensitization can be influenced by other parameters
like locomotion and cognitive function. Interestingly, MMC was found not to alter spontaneous locomotor
activity and also to facilitate learning and memory in mice [9]. Therefore, it is unlikely that the effect of MMC
in reversing ethanol self-administration is reponsible for drug-triggered variations in the test animal motoric
activity.
In the current protocol, no saline injections were administered in place of the ethanol injections during
extinction period since, doing so would undoubtedly have required many more extinction trials to weaken
the runway behavior (i.e. the injection itself would be expected to serve as a form of conditioned
reinforcement due to its pairing with the administration of the drug). Numerous reports following this
protocol have been published in the literature [24-26]. The anti-motivational property of MMC (3 and 5
g/kg, p.o.) against ethanol seeking was also observed during the extinction period proposing its efficacy
during ethanol abstinence.
In the present study, a small dose ethanol (0.8 g/kg, i.p.) administration (priming) following
extinction trials significantly reinstated the motivation of subjects to reach the goal box. This result is in
agreement with a previous study for "relapse" drinking in a two-bottle and in a four-bottle oral ethanol selfadministration paradigm[27]. According to the current analysis, (5 g/kg, p.o.) of MMC and (300 mg/kg,
p.o.) of the reference drug acamprosate were identified to be effective in turning back or relieving ethanolinduced restoration of runway behavior, which implies that MMC is likely to be effective only at (5 g/kg,
p.o.) in treating relapse of ethanol self-administration.
4. CONCLUSION
Overall, the current experimental data results reveal the anti-motivational properties of M. citrifolia
fruit in subjects traversing the modified runway for self-administration of ethanol thereby suggesting the
therapeutic potential of M. citrifolia fruit against alcohol dependence. Additional clinical investigations are
required to confirm these preclinical findings.
5. MATERIALS AND METHODS
5.1. Unripe M. citrifolia fruit extract
Methanolic extract of M. citrifolia (MMC) was standardized first and then used for the present study
and its preparation and phytochemical characterization was demonstrated in our earlier publications [6,20].
5.2. Animals
All animals were weighed 25-30 g bw. Animals were housed and fed for 7 days earlier the initiation of
the study. All the experiments were conducted as per guidelines set of University of Malaya (Approval No.
2013-12-03/PHAR/R/VP) to meet the standards of the National Research Council of the Academies of the
USA.
5.3. Drugs
Ethanol (10% v/v) solution was acquired from ethanol (95% v/v) (Copens Scientific, Malaysia) in
sterile water for injection and injected into peritonium. MMC and ACAM suspension was prepared in 1%
w/v sodium carboxymethyl cellulose. In order to prepare MMC and ACAM suspensions 1% w/v sodium
carboxymethyl cellulose was used and given by oral route in a constant amount of 1 ml/100 g body weight
of the animal 1h prior to postconditioning, extinction, and reinstatement tests.
5.4. Modified Straight Alley Runway Paradigm of Ethanol Self-Administration in mice
5.4.1. Apparatus
The Composite Aluminium was used to make this apparatus as described in our earlier publication
[3]. The mice tracement using this apparatus was noted in real time with the help of a Logitech webcam
(C270) mounted above the apparatus and also attached with a computer. Using a digital stopwatch, the run
time (seconds) was assessed manually.
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5.4.2. Procedure
After 3 days of each 15 min habituation to the runway device (except the target box), the experimental
data collection was initiated. On a given trial, every mouse was kept for testing in the initiation (start) box,
and then permitted to traverse the alley and enter the goal box, the time required to do so (run time) was
recorded on every trial and constituted the primary dependent measure. Following 3-day habituation, a
baseline runtime was recorded which was served as preconditioning runtime. Conditioning/acquisition
trials were then initiated for the next 5 days (Day 1-Day 5) during which each animal received ethanol
(raising doses 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 4 g/kg, i.p.) or saline upon entry into the goal box and conditioned for half an
hour in the target (goal) box from Day 1 to Day 5 as described previously [3]. The Post-conditioning test was
performed 24 h after the last conditioning (on Day 6) during which no saline or ethanol doses were given
upon target box entry. From Day 7 to Day 11, animals were subjected to extinction trials during which
animals did not receive ethanol or saline upon goal box entry. On Day 12 no procedures were performed,
then on Day 13, the animals underwent reinstatement testing in which animals got a small dose of ethanol
0.8 g/kg, i.p. (1/5th of the maximum dose of ethanol used in conditioning) to reinstate the subjects’
motivation to receive ethanol in the goal box.
5.4.3. Effect of MMC and ACAM on ethanol seeking behavior in mouse runway paradigm of self-administration
Mice were randomly selected and divided into six groups such as: Group 1- Saline control group;
Group 2- Ethanol control group; Group 3, 4, 5- MMC (1, 3, and 5 g/kg, p.o.)-treated groups respectively;
Group 6- a reference drug, acamprosate (ACAM) (300 mg/kg, p.o.)-treated group. During the conditioning
stage, the saline-control group (Group 1) was administered with saline whereas Groups (2, 3, 4, 5, and 6)
received ethanol upon goal box entry as depicted in Figure 4. The test groups served with MMC (1, 3, and 5
g/kg, p.o.) and ACAM (300 mg/kg, p.o.), 1 h prior to postconditioning, extinction, and reinstatement
testing.
Data are expressed as mean ± S.E.M. The results were analysed using two-way ANOVA with post hoc
Bonferroni's multiple comparisons test for post conditioning and reinstatement results. A repeated measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) using one ―between-subject’s variable ―Group and a ―within-subject’s
variable ―Trial was performed for the extinction trial results. Statistical significance was set as p < 0.05.

Figure 4. Study design of mouse runway paradigm of drug self-administration.
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